






Proverb 18:24
There are “friends” who 
destroy each other, but a real 
friend sticks closer than a 
brother. 



Proverb 12:26
The godly give good advice to 
their friends; the wicked lead 
them astray.



Proverb 12:26 (NIV)
A righteous man is cautious in 
friendship, but the way of the 
wicked leads them astray.



When it comes to choosing 

friends, it's like you're 

hiring someone to be your 

right-hand man, so to speak, 

and you're signing on as his 

or her right-hand man. 



Choosing a friend, in 

many ways, is like 

choosing a mate. 



Proverbs 17:17 
A friend is always loyal, 
and a brother is born to 
help in time of need.



Am I the kind of person 

someone could turn to in 

times of trouble, 

knowing that my response 

will be one of love?



How precious it is--and 

how rare it is--to have 

someone stand by you in 

times of trouble. 



Job 6:14 
One should be kind to a 
fainting friend, but you 
accuse me without any fear 
of the Almighty 



If your friend gets into 

trouble, you don't have to 

endorse everything they've 

done, or admire everything 

about them, but you can be 

there with them, so they don't 

have to suffer alone. 



A friend will say to you 

what needs to be said, 

even if it hurts a 

little bit. 



Proverbs 27:6 
Wounds from a sincere 
friend are better than 
many kisses from an enemy.



A friend can be 

counted on to give 

worthwhile, uplifting 

advice. 



Proverbs 27:9 
The heartfelt counsel of a 
friend is as sweet as 
perfume and incense.



Proverbs 22:24-25 
Don’t befriend angry 
people or associate with 
hot-tempered people, or 
you will learn to be like 
them and endanger your 
soul.



We tend to act like the 
people we associate 
with, and sooner or 
later we tend to take on 
their values. 



1 Corinthians 15:33 (NIV)
Do not be misled: Bad 
company corrupts good 
character. 



Proverbs 27:17 
As iron sharpens iron, so 
a friend sharpens a 
friend.



Choose friends that make 

you sharp. Choose friends 

with qualities you admire, 

qualities you want to see 

in your own life. 



Proverbs 13:20 
Walk with the wise and 
become wise; associate 
with fools and get in 
trouble. 




